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[image: Detailed High Definition image of a futuristic, solar-powered espionage plane soaring infinitely high in the sky. The aircraft is manufactured by a prominent defence technology company and characterised by solar panels lining its wings, propelling it to redefine aerial surveillance. The vehicle gains momentum, heading towards the boundary of the earth's atmosphere, becoming a small speck under the limitless expanse of sky.]  


   



Flying Forever? BAE Systems’ Solar-Electric Spy Plane Redefines High-Flying Surveillance
	by Marcin Frąckiewicz
	in Artificial intelligence, Military, News
	on 10 April 2024



0

Imagine a sentinel in the sky, not for days, but for weeks or perhaps months, powered not by fuel but by the Sun itself. In an era where the impossible is becoming commonplace, BAE Systems has brought to life the once-fanciful dream of persistent, solar-powered flight. This celestial watchman, the Persistent High Altitude Solar Aircraft… 
 Read more










[image: Visualize a detailed scene depicting a retailer's shelves in Japan filled with packages hinting at space technology, inscribed with texts in English and Japanese, suggesting the arrival of a satellite communication company's products. Take into account the quaint lighting of the store and the overall aesthetic of Japanese retail spaces for a more authentic feel.]  


   



Starlink Takes Shopping Offline: A Stellar Move into Costco Japan Shelves
	by Marcin Frąckiewicz
	in Artificial intelligence, Elon Musk, News, Starlink
	on 10 April 2024



0

As we hurtle through the 21st century, the realms of outer space and shopping aisles are colliding in spectacular fashion. In a surprising twist that turns heads and orbits, your local Costco store in Kadoma, Japan, has boldly ventured where no retail outlet has before: selling space-backed Starlink internet hardware straight off the shelf. SpaceX’s… 
 Read more










[image: Generate a detailed, high-definition illustration representing the concept of a breakthrough in quantum material science, specifically grouped around how it could revolutionize the harvesting of solar energy. In this image, depict futuristic solar panels with quantum materials capturing sunlight. These panels should appear advanced, with clear indications of a quantum influence, represented with atom-like structures or abstract patterns. Include a bright sun in the background to signify the source of the renewable solar energy. The scenario should communicate a sense of innovation, progress, and sustainability.]  


   



Breakthrough Quantum Material Could Revolutionize Solar Energy Harvesting
	by Natalia Toczkowska
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, News
	on 10 April 2024



0

Summary: In a significant scientific advancement, researchers have developed a new quantum material capable of achieving a quantum efficiency of up to 190% in solar cells, promising a substantial boost in energy conversion and a potential shift in renewable energy technology. Scientists have unveiled an extraordinary quantum material that is set to transform the landscape… 
 Read more










[image: Create a high-definition, realistic representation of the exploration of the YF-23 mythology, a famous stealth fighter from the United States which has been subject to tales of intrigue and speculation.]  


   



Exploring the Mythos of the YF-23: America’s Lost Stealth Fighter
	by Jerzy Lewandowski
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, F-22 Raptor, Military
	on 10 April 2024



0

In the annals of modern aviation, the Northrop Grumman YF-23 holds a special place as an enigmatic figure, frozen in time before the taint of reality could mar its potential. This aircraft’s mystique is rooted in the unanswered question of its capabilities had it gone into production, leaving it enshrined in what-if histories and untainted… 
 Read more










[image: Generate a detailed and high-definition imagery of a battery puzzle associated with an futuristic electric pickup truck to signify underutilized space, raising questions and prompting curiosity]  


   



Cybertruck’s Battery Puzzle: Underutilized Space Raises Questions
	by Igor Nowacki
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Electric Vehicle, Elon Musk
	on 10 April 2024



0

In a preliminary glimpse of an upcoming analytical dismantlement, Sandy Munro’s engineering team exposed an unexpected feature within the Tesla Cybertruck’s battery pack—it appeared surprisingly sparse. This revelation, originating from a snippet of the anticipated full teardown video, coupled with real-world performance observations, has sparked curiosity and skepticism among electric vehicle enthusiasts and analysts. The… 
 Read more










[image: Realistic HD image of a representative from a prominent space exploration company debating about financial uncertainties related to a satellite-program titled 'Starlink.' He has, undoubtedly, a athletic build, medium height, with fair skin, graying hair and wears a casual business attire.]  


   



Elon Musk’s Starlink Financial Uncertainties Emerge
	by Jerzy Lewandowski
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Elon Musk, News, Satellite Internet, Starlink
	on 10 April 2024



0

Summary: SpaceX’s CEO Elon Musk has previously claimed that their Starlink broadband service was financially self-sustaining, but recent findings suggest a discrepancy in accounting practices that could signal losses instead. The services’ profitability is now under scrutiny, with concerns over the costs of satellite launches and the practicality of providing global internet coverage via satellites… 
 Read more










[image: A realistic high-definition photo showing the conclusion of an elite sporting event, with Team Belatrix relishing their victory. The team, dressed in their distinctive uniforms, is joyful, holding a shining trophy aloft. The atmosphere is festive with cheering spectators and dazzling lights illuminating the scene.]  


   



BPI Private Wealth Signature Series Concludes with Team Belatrix’s Victory
	by Roman Perkowski
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, News
	on 10 April 2024



0

In a dynamic conclusion to the BPI Private Wealth Signature Yacht Race Series, Team Belatrix led by Jun Villanueva, took the championship title in the IRC class of the BPI Subic Regatta 2024. This event marked the end of a thrilling series of races that toured prominent Philippine destinations and engaged some of the nation’s… 
 Read more










[image: Realistic high-definition image showing artificial intelligence innovations tackling the food waste crisis in the United States. Depict a futuristic control room with large screens showing statistical data about food waste. On one side, illustrate developers from diverse descents, including Caucasian, Hispanic, and South Asian, both male and female. The developers are working on high tech computers coding these AI programs. On the other side, display an AI-powered robotic system sorting food items & redirecting surplus food for potential donation. Incorporate elements such as bar charts, world maps and infographics to represent the reach and impact of these innovations.]  


   



AI Innovations Aim to Tackle Food Waste Crisis in US
	by Leokadia Głogulska
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Artificial intelligence, News
	on 10 April 2024



0

Summary: Innovative artificial intelligence (AI) technologies have been developed by companies such as Winnow and Afresh to combat the critical issue of food waste in the United States. With AI monitoring systems, these companies are significantly reducing waste in the food industry, which not only saves millions of dollars annually but also greatly assists in… 
 Read more










[image: An ultra-high-definition image depicting the intrigue of an F-35 Lightning II's cockpit. The scene should illustrate the complexity and sophistication of the aircraft's controls with a focus on the detailed instrument panel, flight stick, and various switches and buttons. The seat where a pilot, who could be either Caucasian or Black depending on the iteration (double trouble or single supremacy) sits, is to be perfectly crafted to allow the viewer an excellent insight into the life of a modern jet fighter pilot.]  


   



Double Trouble or Single Supremacy: The F-35 Lightning II’s Pilot Enigma
	by Marcin Frąckiewicz
	in Artificial intelligence, News
	on 10 April 2024



0

Imagine a combat machine so advanced that the need for a co-pilot is nearly a relic of the past. Enter the F-35 Lightning II, Lockheed Martin’s cutting-edge warrior of the skies. Sleek, deadly, and built for stealth, this fifth-generation fighter jet is a testament to the marriage of technology and air superiority. But let’s veer… 
 Read more










[image: Renderings of a high-definition, realistic image showing the progression of satellite technology, with particular attention to how these advancements have fortified military communications. The scene could illustrate a timeline of technological advancement, starting with rudimentary satellite designs and ending with modern, highly sophisticated satellite systems. The final satellite may have various high-tech attributes indicating its role in military communications, such as antennae, transceivers, or encrypted data streams symbolically visualized emanating from it.]  


   



Advancements in Satellite Technology Fortify Military Communications
	by Igor Nowacki
	in !!!, Artificial intelligence, Military, Mobile, News, Satellite Internet, Starlink
	on 10 April 2024



0

The U.S. military’s ability to communicate effectively and rapidly is set to improve significantly thanks to the introduction of a new satellite network composed of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites. The Space Development Agency (SDA), a Pentagon organization, has already sent 27 satellites into space and plans to expand to 160 by the end of… 
 Read more
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